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Theoretical and methodological

background (COSTECH - UTC)

 Technology is constitutive of human experience.

 Fundamental research on embodied and embedded

cognition

 Trying to account for the practical implementation of 

cognitive activity in the coupling between the organism

and its environment



Sensory substitution

Perceptual supplementation : 

Tactile Vision Substitution System

Paul Bach y Rita

Camera

Matrix of 20 / 20

stimulator

– Immobile camera :

 limited discrimination

 forms are perceived on the skin

– With manipulation of the 
camera :

 spectacular abilities to recognise 
forms

 exteriorisation of perception: objects 
are perceived out there in the world
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 Three kinds of questions about perception 

◦ Spatial perception

◦ Form recognition

◦ Aesthetics and emotional values (Social adoption)

 Which are linked to three types of philosophical

problems

◦ Space and intentionality

◦ Categorization and cognition

◦ Communication and emotion

 Which concern the three main families of cognitive 

technologies

◦ Tools in hands

◦ Inscription in the environment

◦ Mediation of interaction

Core issues
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Technical success…  but 

social and economical failure.

• Disappointment, rejection: 
• Embarassment with respect to the glance of 

others: feeling to carry a monstrous equipment.

• Absence of emotional values attached to the 

new percepts

• Hypothesis
• Early training?

• Create a connection between the new perceptions and more 

fundamental sensations of pleasure or pain.

• Social interactions
• Persons interacting in a common environment, defined by the same 

means of access, could share a common history in which they build 

emotional contents for common objects.
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1- Perceptual crossing and the 

recognition of others

• Our hypothesis : Perceptual crossing 

allows the mutual recognition of the 

intentionality of another subject.

• Perceptual crossing in general: all 

situations in which two perceptual 

activities of the same nature 

interact (e.g., a mutual gaze or a 

mutual touch).

• Feeling the presence of others.

• Not as attribution of intentionality 
but as a direct experience

• As reciprocal perception of the 

perceptive activity of others.



Prothetized perceptual

crossing
Perceptual crossing can take very different forms according to the 

technical support of the interactions: phone, internet, VR, perceptive 

supplementation (sensory substitution system), …

Technical interface can be used as tools to give an empirical content to 
our hypothesis. They allow the experimental study of a purified
perceptual crossing

Lenay, C., et J. Stewart. « Minimalist approach to perceptual interactions ». Frontiers in Human 

Neuroscience 6 (2012). 



 Tactile access to graphical interfaces

Tactos and pattern 
recognition 

The meeting between the matrix of 16 receptive

fields and a form, controls the activation of the

16 pins of two Braille cells.

The forms recorded in the digital space of the

screen are perceived tactilely.
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Method of minimalism (Scientific

study )

 By restricting t the possibilities 
of sensation and of action one 
forces a spatial and temporal 
deployment of the perceptive 
activity. 

 The perceiving body is
constituted by receptive fields
connected to sensory
stimulators.

• We use minimalist devices: very few sensory information (just one 
all or none stimulation) and limited possibilities of action.

Examples of perceptual trajectories
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Perceptual trajectories

Emergence of stereotyped behaviors

 Micro-scanning orthogonal to the contour

 Localisation

 Contour following

 But, subjects are frequently lost in the «tactile 

picture» : proprioceptive drift

 Perception of forms

 Gesture of constitution of the perceived shape 

(Similar to the gesture of drawing)

 Independance with respect to the tactile, visual or auditory 

mode of stimulation

Enaction : To be perceived, a form must be actively and concretely 

constitued. 10



Experimental perceptual crossing

• We study a minimalist perceptual crossing, purified and general, 

functionally independent of a particular sensory modality. 

• Technical mediation of touch. Distinction between: 

• a perceiving body: receptive fields in digital space that drive tactile 

stimulators

• a perceived body: the body-image perceptible by the partner.



Experimental device

Receptor field of P1

Fixed object

perceptible by P1

Receptor field of P2

Fixed object

perceptible by P2

tactile stimulator of P1

tactile stimulator of P2

Mobile object

perceptible by P2

Mobile object

perceptible by P1



Experimental protocol
 10 pairs of blindfolded participants were placed in separate rooms.

 Each participant moved just one receptor field along a one-dimensional space 

(a torus) via the displacement of a computer mouse. 

 Several objects consisting of black pixels were situated on this line.

 Each time the receptor field covered a black pixel, an all-or-none tactile 

stimulation was delivered on the participant’s index pad.

 Each participant could encounter three types of object: 

◦ A fixed 4-pixel wide object. 

◦ A mobile 4-pixel wide object.

◦ The 4-pixel receptor field of the other participant. Thus, when the two 

participants’ receptor field overlapped, both of them received an all-or-none 

tactile stimulation. 

 They have to click when they judged that their tactile sensations 

resulted from having met the receptor field of the other participant.

 Behavior of the mobile object : must be as complex as the 

movements of the receptor field of the partner. 
• It was attached by a virtual rigid link at a distance of 50 pixels from the 

center of this receptor field. 



Experimental device

Receptor field of P1Mobile object

perceptible by P2

Fixed object 

perceptible by P1

Mobile object

perceptible by P1
Receptor field of P2

Fixed object 

perceptible by P2

tactile stimulator of P1

tactile stimulator of P2



Results: Three acts drama. 
First act: Success!

Frequency distribution of clicks as a function of the 

distance between the two participants 18
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63% of the distribution laid between ± 30 pixels, as indicated by the dotted lines. Note the 

slight peak at a distance of 50 pixels that corresponds to clicks on the mobile object

Receptor field Mobile object Fixed object

Percentage of 

clicks
65.9 % ± 3.9 23.0 % ± 10.4 11.0 % ± 8.9

Percentage of 

stimulation
52.2 % ± 15.2 15.2 % ± 6.2 32.7 % ± 11.8

Ratio  clicks / 

stimulations
1.26 1.51 0.33

Auvray, M., C. Lenay, et J. Stewart. « Perceptual interactions in a minimalist virtual environment ». 

New ideas in psychology 27, no 1 (2009): 32–47.



Trajectories of the perceptual 

crossings

Clicks on  the 

perceptual

crossing

Clicks on the 

mobile object



Second act: Individual failure!

 The large difference observed between clicks on the avatar and 
clicks on the mobile object (65.9% vs. 23.0%) must be attributed 
to the conjoint strategies of movement, which are such that 
stimulations associated  with the mobile object were much less 
frequent than those due to the avatar (52.2% vs. 15.2%). 

• The participants did not seem able to discriminate between 
stimuli due to the receptor field of the other participant and 
those due to the mobile object: The probability of a click was 
very similar in both cases. 

Receptor field Mobile object Fixed object

Percentage of 

clicks
65.9 % ± 3.9 23.0 % ± 10.4 11.0 % ± 8.9

Percentage of 

stimulation
52.2 % ± 15.2 15.2 % ± 6.2 32.7 % ± 11.8

Ratio  clicks / 

stimulations
1.26 1.51 0.33



Attractor of the collective 

dynamic
 If the participants succeeded in the perceptual task, it is 

essentially because they succeeded in situating themselves in 
front of each other.
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• The active perceptual 
activities attract each other; 
just as in everyday situations 
there is an attraction to the 
situation where two people 
catch each other’s eye. 

• Despite sensory poverty, the 

perceptual crossing is felt as 

more rich and interesting 

than the perception of a 

passive object. 



Third act: Good categorization!

Session
Partner

Mobile 

lure

Fixed lure Perfect

3/3

Khi2

1 65% 65% 95% 65% 17.97%

2 75% 75% 95% 75% 2.53%

3 85% 75% 90% 75% 2.53%

4 85% 85% 95% 85% 0.17%

• New experiment: we associate a different sound to each object. 

• The subjects know that there are various objects: receptor field 

of the partner, fixed object and mobile object.  

• The task of the subjects is now to associate a type of object to 

each heard sound.

Session
Receptor field Mobile lure

Fixed lure

1 (attached mobile lure) Sound 1 Sound 2 Sound 3

2 (attached mobile lure) Sound 2 Sound 3 Sound 1

3 (recorded mobile lure) Sound1 Sound 2 Sound3

4 (recorded mobile lure) Sound 3 Sound 1 Sound 2

Results



 Perception of an object in a spatial location results from active, reversible 

exploration of this object 
 A general form of the perceptual strategy consists of turning back whenever a 

sensory variation is encountered) : this is the spatial determination of a fixed 

object.

 There is thus a « Wall of perception » : I cannot perceive an object which 
moves more quickly than my receptor field. 

 Therefore, I should not be able to perceive the receptor field of my 
partner… and nevertheless I do perceive it!

 Another perceiving subject is a thing that is at the same time present 

(there are variations of the stimuli) and that resists its precise spatial 

determination. It is like a halo of presence.

Discussion:

 1- The subject do not recognize the stimulation corresponding to the partner

 2- But there is a perceptual crossing: attractor of the collective dynamics 

 3- Secondarily, the subject is able to recognize the perceptual crossing 
itself.

Lenay, C., J. Stewart, M. Rohde, et A. A. Amar. « You never fail to surprise me: the hallmark of the 

Other: Experimental study and simulations of perceptual crossing ». Interaction Studies 12, no 3 

(2011): 373–396.



• It is not because each one recognize the other that glance attract
each other.

• It is because glance attract each other that each one recognize the
other.

 It is because the perception is active, and therefore visible, that 
each one can recognize the perceptual activity of the partner.

◦ If the perceptual activity is covert (hidden), there is no more possibility of 
perceptual crossing.

◦ The observer must engage in the interaction to be able to perceive if his 
partner perceives him or not.

Lenay, C., et J. Stewart. « Minimalist approach to perceptual interactions ». Frontiers in Human 
Neuroscience 6 (2012). 

Deschamps, L., C. Lenay, K. Rovira, G. Le Bihan, et D. Aubert. « Joint Perception of a Shared 
Object: A Minimalist Perceptual Crossing Experiment ». Frontiers in Psychology 7 (2016): 1059.

Meeting with others



Another variation: cooperative task
Turn taking

Receptor 

field

Mobile 

lure

Fixed 

lure

Percentage 

of clicks

88,5% 8,6% 2,9% 

Percentage 

of 

stimulation

73% 13% 14% 

Ratio  clicks 

/ stimulation

1,21 0,66 0,2

One click per session

Froese, T., Hiroyuki I., et Takashi I. « Embodied Social Interaction Constitutes Social Cognition in 

Pairs of Humans: A Minimalist Virtual Reality Experiment ». Scientific Reports 4 (14 janvier 2014). 



Perceptual trajectories

Turn taking



 Problem of the imitation of the 

movements of the face:

 “The holy grail for theories of facial 

imitation is to elucidate the mechanism 

by which infants can connect the felt 

but unseen movements of the self with 

the seen but unfelt movements of the 

other” (Meltzoff 1999)

2- Imitation of facial expressions



Experimental device

Receptor field of P1

Mobile object 

perceptible by P2

Mobile object 

perceptible by P1

Receptor field of P2

Froese, T., C. Lenay, et T. Ikegami. « Imitation by social interaction? Analysis of a minimal agent-

based model of the correspondence problem ». Front. Hum. Neurosci 6 (2012): 202. 



Class of the situations where the 

perceptual crossing is balanced

Impossibility of the perceptual crossing

D1= - 20

D2= - 20

D1= + 20

D2= - 20

D1 + D2 = 0

Experimental device
• The perceptive body (Receptor Field, Leib) and the perceived body (Body-

Image, Körper) are separate but linked by a solid link.

• The length of this link could be modified. 

• According to the value of this length the perceptual crossing is more or 

less easy.

D1 + D2 = - 40

Subject P1

Subject P2



Corrective action by modification of the link between:

the perceiving body (L)          the perceived body (K).

Dynamics of adaptation

Force of drift of the pc towards the right: 

D1 + D2 > 0

Actions of displacement of the 

body image towards the left

D1 = + 30

D2 = - 20

D1 = - 30

D1 + D2 = + 10

Force of drift of the pc towards the left: 

D1 + D2 < 0

D2 = + 20

Actions of displacement of the 

body image towards the right

D1 + D2 = - 10



Protocol

 6 pairs of 2 subjects

 Training: Localization, Following of target, Perceptual 
Crossing (E1, E2)

 Four 3-minutes experimental sessions:

◦ E3 : D1 = + 30, D2 = + 30    thus D1 + D2 = 60

◦ E4 : D1 = + 16, D2 = + 30    thus D1 + D2 = 46

◦ E5 : D1 = + 30, D2 = - 30    thus D1 + D2 = 0

◦ E6 : D1 = - 16, D2 = + 30    thus D1 + D2 = 14

 The subjects are  not directly aware of the length of the bond 
between their receptor field and their body image, that they 
cannot perceive anyway.



Results

Session Intitial state Final state

D1+D2

(difference

of the links)

Standard 

deviation of 

D1-D2 

(variability)

D1+D2

(difference 

of the links)

Standard 

deviation of 

D1-D2 

(variability)

E3 60 0 13.33 30.57

E4 46 0 12.66 23.33

E5 0 0 -0.4 1.78

E6 14 0 4.66 8.73



E4

E3



Discussion of the imitation experiment

 In this experiment, “imitation” is the result and not the 

cause 

◦ It does not proceed starting from the conscience by the subject 

of their own image 

◦ It is a non-intentional imitation

 Each subject only seeks to stabilize the perceptual 

crossing from his own point of view.

◦ There is an imitation because the tuning of the synchronization 

of the perceptual crossing is spatial.

 Difference with the hypothesis of synchrony detector



Conclusion

 These two experiments seem to show the necessity and the 

interest to distinguish the two aspects of the body, the 

perceiving body and the perceived body.

◦ However, this distinction is not in the material realization of the 

body (there is not a perceiving body that could not be perceived).

 This distinction reflects a fundamental asymmetry in any 

interaction: I do not see my face that I show to others.

◦ This is a necessary condition for perceptual crossing

◦ This is probably why this is the part of my body that I do not 

perceive that serves to express my emotions.

 An expression is a change in the relationship between 

perceiving body and perceived body which I do not perceive 

myself. 

◦ It corresponds to different way of engaging in the interaction.

◦ A modification of the body inscription of the action strategy .



Thank you for your attention

…or, more applications


